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CANDY CORN TREAT BOX
Design by: Threadbear (5 Projects)
About me: I am fairly new to paper crafting ,
but have been sewing for m ore than 50 years. I
have a hom e-based em broidery business.

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 1 hour to 2 hours
Project tags: Boxes/Bags/Tags Halloween

Gifts Holiday Décor
Tw o-piece candy corn box made using the triangle box cut
from Sw eet Tooth Boxes. It features a cute spider and
some candy corns from the Hallow een Cuttlebug 3" x 3"
die. I have more pics on my blog:
http://allscrappedout.com/

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut® George and
Basic Shapes Cartridge

Cricut Expression®
Machine

Cricut® Sweet Tooth
Boxes Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Orange yellow and white cardstock

Cuttlebug

Cuttlebug spider web embossing folder

Cuttlebug 3x3 Halloween die

Glossy Accents

Baker

STEP 1
Cut triangle box on Sweet Tooth Boxes at 6", cutting bottom from orange cardstock and top from white. In CCR, using George & Basic
Shapes, create a triangle that matches the top of the box and cut it from white.

STEP 2
I took the triangle shape I created for the top of the box and laid out two more in CCR, one for the orange section and one for the yellow
section. I used an oval shape from George to intersect the triangle to get the shapes I wanted, but you can also cut the segments by hand,
eyeballing how large you want them to be. I glued the orange and yellow pieces onto the white triangle and ran the piece through the
Cuttlebug using the spider web folder. I then glued it on top of the box lid.

STEP 3
Cut the spider from black cardstock and the candy corns from white. I used white paint for the spider's eyes and colored the candy corns
with markers. I then coated the top of the candy with Glossy Accents to give them some shine. The spider, candy corns and tag are
attached to the lid with pop dots. I used a free printable for the tags and I have the link on my blog:
http://allscrappedout.com/2012/10/28/cricut-candy-corn-boxes/

RELATED PROJECTS
Gate Gift Bag

View details

http://www.cricut.com

Princess Box

View details

Frog Prince Gift Bag

View details

